
Reality is another one of those constructs that we think we’ve got right because it’s
simple but we probably don’t because it’s not. Scriptural reality differs from the kind
of reality we generally assume. What is real in the Bible isn’t the same as what we
think of as real.

Our reality conjures something objective
apart from ourselves. We assume that if
no one had any particular perspective on
or opinion about conditions or events,
those conditions or events would exist
just as they are. They would be real
because they exist in some sense apart
from anyone’s assessment of them. And

so we chide one another, say, our family members or friends, to get a grip on reality,
when how we observe events or conditions differs from how they do so, and we
believe our own assessment to be more like those conditions or events if no one were
observing them, just as they somehow objectively are. We know reality and they don’t
because they have distorted perception whereas we don’t. Right?

But reality isn’t quite so simple. Reality instead always requires an observer to say
what’s real. Apart from the pattern that an observer draws from a sensory observation,
and the utility or value the observer ascribes to the pattern, one has no reality to
describe. An observer, for instance, sees a chair because the pattern of sticks has utility
for sitting. Another observer might not see a chair at all but instead firewood, or an
altar, or a representation of a four-legged animal. And if neither were observing the
material, which was instead just out in some wasteland of the universe, the material
wouldn’t be a chair, firewood, altar, or animal at all. The scriptures don’t assume an
objective reality. The scriptures instead recognize patterns having hierarchical utility
or value. And the highest value is always that which points to God.


